Global land use and land cover pattern has greatly changed in the past 50 years, which exerts direct or indirect influence on the climate change remarkably at both regional and global scales. Therefore, observing and estimating the land use impacts on surface climate is essential and has been continuously promoted by researchers. This paper explores the advancement in the models, data, and application for observing and estimating the land use impacts on surface climate and points out further research needs and priorities, which hopefully will provide some references for related studies.

1. Introduction

The study of land use and land cover change (LUCC) and its impact on climate is of great significance [1]. There have been tremendous changes in the global land use pattern in the past 50 years, which have enormous influence on the global climate change. Quantitative analysis for the impacts of LUCC on surface climate is one of the core scientific issues to understand the influence of human activities on global climate. For instance, the diverse role of LUCC on precipitation has been documented and land conversion continues at a rapid pace, making this type of human induced disturbances of the climate system continue and become even more significant [2]. The review paper of Deng et al. [1] comprehensively analyzed the primary scientific issues about the impacts of LUCC on the regional climate and reviewed the progress in relevant researches. Earlier as there was no systematic review paper, Deng et al. reviewed the systematic modeling of impacts of LUCC on regional climate for the first time. This paper further develops a systematic review to cover the advances in this research field, in which the improved data, upgraded models, and case studies in observation and estimation of land use impacts on climate changes have been introduced.

2. Advancement in LUCC Dataset

2.1. Previous Dataset. LUCC has been recognized as a key component in global environmental change. It was not until the last twenty years that land cover products were applied to most of the climate models. These products were initially compiled from maps, ground surveys, and various national statistical sources, which have inherent limitations [3–5]. In the mid-1990s, global-scale land cover products generated from remote sensing images became available. Various land cover datasets were usually classified from remote sensing images, including MSS/TM/ETM+, SPOT, and MODIS, which have been used in numerous climate modeling studies at regional to global scales. Since the 1990s, a series of land use/land cover datasets have been produced in many international institutes and countries, such as Global Land Cover Characteristics (GLCC) [6], University of Maryland (UMD) Global Land Cover Facility (GLCF) land cover dataset [7], and Olson Global Ecosystem (OGE)
dataset [8, 9]. These products were interpreted artificially with computer aids and then verified by systematic field survey. The need of land use/cover dataset with high accuracy for the climate simulation has been recognized widely in the climate modeling community [10]. Some research showed that the result of the regional precipitation study would be greatly influenced if the accuracy of land cover data is under 80%, and the result may get progressively worse as the accuracy continues to decrease [11]. Therefore the accuracy of the land cover data is of crucial importance to the climate studies. For example, in India and China, large amounts of land cover data have been produced in recent years using the remote sensing data [12]. Unfortunately, neither the overall nor class-specific accuracy of most datasets was able to meet the common requirements of the regional climate modeling. The disagreement and low accuracy among these land cover datasets primarily resulted from the differences in the sensors, spatial resolutions, algorithms, and classification schemes [13]. Moreover, most of the land cover datasets derived from remote sensing are not 100% accurate. A new statistical measure Q was developed to evaluate land cover datasets in land-climate interaction research, which calculates biophysical precision of land cover datasets using 1 km monthly MODIS Leaf Area Index (LAI) product [14]. The spatial data mining is proposed to produce a higher accuracy land cover map, whose classification system should be compatible with the well accepted classification system used in regional climate simulations [12, 15].

2.2. Classification of LUCC Data for Climate Models. There are a number of schemes that have been proposed for regional to global-scale land cover categorization, including the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP)-Data and Information Systems: Land Cover Working Group developed land cover categorization scheme [16], a six-class biome categorization [17], the Simple Biosphere Model scheme [18], and the Federal Geographic Data Committee vegetation characterization and information standards [19]. Many parameters in a land surface model are identified based on the land cover types, for instance, time-invariant model variables (e.g., vegetation reflectance, canopy top height, canopy base height, root depth, and leaf respiration factor) in the Simple Biosphere Model 2 (SiB2) [18] and the Common Land Model (CoLM) [20]. Thus, the specific land cover classification units should not only be discernable (and with high accuracy) from remote sensing image and ancillary data but also be directly related to the physical characteristics of land surface. The IGBP scheme embraces the same philosophy but with modifications to be compatible with existing schemes used by environmental modelers, to incorporate land use in addition to land cover and to represent mosaics [16].

In order to enhance the LUCC study, data need to be updated to increase the accuracy. The temporal land cover datasets have been widely used in numerous climate simulation projects. Most attention has been paid to effects of the accuracy of the land cover data on the climate simulation. Though there are temporal land use data with accuracy higher than 90% [15], still the high-precision land cover data is absent. Therefore, there is an urgent need to reclassify the LUCC dataset to feed into the General Circulation Model (GCM) and Regional Climate Model (RCM). For example, in a case study on North China, Wu et al. [15] overlaid the land cover maps of the IGBP-DIS, Global Land Cover 2000 (GLC), UMD Data, and Data Center for West China (WESTDC), and the compatible grids with classification were selected as the sample grids. They combine the land cover data with the land use data to generate land cover data of high accuracy for the climate simulation. Their study showed that the C4.5 algorithm was suitable for converting the land use data to land cover data of IGBP classification. The temporal land cover data produced by their method can meet the accuracy requirement of the climate simulation and can be used as the parameter of dynamical downscaling in regional climate simulation, which constitutes a significant improvement in the data processing.

2.3. Data Resolution and Reliability. Land surface has considerable heterogeneity because of the existence of different land cover types such as bare surface, water bodies, urban land, trees, and snow/ice, which vary over small distance. This surface variability not only determines the microclimate but also affects mesoscale atmospheric circulation [21–23]. The accurate land cover maps are the foundation for land surface, ecological and hydrological modeling, carbon and water cycle studies, and research on global climate change [24, 25]. With many land cover products from different sources becoming available for a given region of the Earth, a challenge arises as to which product is optimal for a land-climate modeling study. Traditional classification accuracy assessment is primarily dependent on ground-based surveys or interpretation of high spatial resolution aerial photos and satellite images. By comparing the classified land cover dataset with the ground-truthing data, error metrics can be developed to report the commission and omission errors. Measures of accuracy, such as the Kappa coefficient of agreement, are frequently calculated to express classification accuracy [26, 27]. Therefore, the researcher should take full advantage of geographic knowledge in the GIS database to support classification, thus to remarkably enhance the classification accuracy of land cover.

Accurate representation of land surfaces is an important factor for climate modeling. However, little attention has been paid to the effect of land cover classification accuracy on climate simulations. In reality, land cover accuracy rarely obtains the commonly recommended 85% target [10]. The accuracy of land use classification can reach 73%–77% using decision-tree classification methods and thereby increasing mapping efficiency by 50% [28]. In addition, most assessments of classified accuracy were conducted using the same dataset as was used to train the classifier. Therefore, the classified accuracy was overstated. Moreover, the spatial data mining techniques for the land cover classification is applied. Finally, the evaluation of the accuracy and uncertainty of the land cover data is accomplished by different methods; the accuracy could reach 88.62% [15]. Inaccurate representation of land cover will lead to differences in simulating
sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, and many other variables depending on vegetation and land use parameters. Remote sensing provides accurate representation of Earth’s surface on different spatial and temporal scales and is an attractive source for creating high accuracy land cover data. Therefore, it is feasible to take advantage of the existing land cover data from different sources to make a high accuracy land cover data using the spatial data mining method. The information fusion strategy is proposed to produce a higher accuracy land cover map of China [29], whose classification system should be compatible with the well-accepted classification system used in land surface modeling.

### 3. Upgraded Models

Studies on LUCC processes are often challenged by the complex nature and unexpected behavior of both human drivers and natural constraints. Therefore, a land use change dynamic model was needed to simulate the interdependencies and feedback mechanisms between social, economic, and ecosystem environments. Land use change emerges from the interactions among various components of the coupled human-landscape system, which then feeds back to the subsequent development of these interactions [30]. Currently, there are a lot of evaluation models to simulate the dynamic decision and spatiotemporal process of land use change [1].

#### 3.1. Current Models

**3.1.1. Empirical Statistical Model.** There are numerous empirical statistical models applied to land system dynamics simulation [31, 32]. The empirical statistical model can provide the information of the key driving forces of land use change and reflect the time lag effect of response. Moreover, the data input could be multiscaled. However, certain deficiencies exist in this kind of model, as the model requires to be driven by the data of exogenous land use change rate and amount. Besides, the conversion rule of land use should be manually set. Therefore, the model could not provide references for other regions except for the selected study area.

**3.1.2. Econometric Model.** The econometric model is a policy evaluation model based on sustainable utilization of land utility which can evaluate the influence of policy factors on land use and promote multifunction sustainable utilization of land.

**Sustainability Impact Assessment.** Tools for Environmental, Social, and Economic Effects on Multifunctional Land Use in European Regions (SENSOR) is funded by the European Commission FP6 framework research programme to develop tools for ex-ante impact assessment of European policies related to rural land use [33]. It includes a detailed macro-economic model called NEMESIS, which models cross-sector impacts, being the major characteristic of SENSOR project [34]. As it applies a cross-sector approach to land use, it is suitable for large regions. The Dynamics of Land System (DLS) model as another representative econometric model can realize the dynamic simulation of land system on the fine-grid scale through the analysis of land use allocation constraints and simulation of land supply and demand balance. Several case studies show that DLS is able to measure the influence of natural and socioeconomic driving factors to predict the future LUCC, which could provide meaningful decision making for informed land use planning and management [35].

**3.1.3. Agent-Based Model (ABM).** Since the 1990s, with the rapid development of computational power, a number of models based on ABM began to be applied in LUCC research, and models based on agent land use/land cover change (ABM/LUCC) have been gradually developed [36]. The agent based model has high flexibility, but the flexibility of the model increases the uncertainty of the model and thus bringing the difficulties for the model validation. The agent based model strives to simulate the individual and group behavior together with decision making model, but the individual decision-making behavior possesses great complexity. Zhang et al. adopted this model in analyzing the impacts of climate change and agents’ adaptive behaviors on the regional land use changes [37]. In addition, their research showed that the model is sensitive to the climatic conditions, which gave credit to ABM on modeling the LUCC impact on climate.

**3.1.4. Coupled Econometric and ABM Model.** The combination of agent based model and the econometric model can simulate complex decision problem of land use in better way, so as to provide new methods for simulation of land use dynamics.

The agent model and the econometric model of coupling in the areas of land use will get recognition and application in the future, mainly embodied in the following two aspects: the combination of the agent based model and the econometric model can simulate the individual and group decision behavior considering the interaction among the micro- and macrodecisions at the same time.

The integration of the economic and agent based model combines the process of social and economic factors with the land use dynamics. The comprehensive model not only can be used in the simple scenario simulation of land use but also can be used in complex scenario. The two models, interconnected and interdependent, constitute a complex system with hierarchical heterogeneity.

Among recent studies on land use models, Deng et al. introduced a land use change dynamic (LUCD) model embedded in RCM [38]. The Agro-ecological Zone (AEZ) model is intended as the optimal option for constructing one of the constituent modules, which is naturally correlated with AEZs. The agent-based module identifies the land use change demand and vegetation change can be realized and provides the land use change simulation results which are the underlying surfaces needed by RCM. By importing the RCM’s simulation results of climate change and providing the simulation results of land use change for RCM, the LUCD model can be embedded in RCM. The coupled simulation
system of LUCD and RCM will be extraordinarily powerful in land surface system simulation. The innovation of their study lies in that current research could only simulate the land cover change through vegetation change modeled in RCM and GCM but not the land use change. But this study simulated dynamic change of land use, which is a great breakthrough in systematically reporting the land use change.

3.2. Scenario Development. Scenario analysis of land use change and dynamic prediction involves many driving factors that affect land use change, which has always been the attention of academia worldwide. Through simulating regional land use change under different scenarios, rational forecasting and evaluation of the future land use could be made, which will offer scientific reference for regional and national scale land use planning and management.

Climate scenarios are plausible representations of future climate conditions, which can be produced using a variety of approaches, and among which, regional climate models are increasingly popular [39]. There is a notable increase in interest in regional-scale climate scenarios and projection methods, especially for impact and adaptation assessment [40].

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has been working on the scenarios of potential future anthropogenic climate change, the underlying driving forces, and the response options. According to IPCC [41, 42], socioeconomic scenarios could facilitate the exploration of long term consequences of anthropogenic climate change and available response options. The socioeconomic futures in the scenario consist of qualitative narrative descriptions of future trends and quantitative assumptions (also called the storyline) about key socioeconomic variables.

In the study of land use impact on climate, with a good database, an appropriate method shall be adopted to facilitate the study, and the scenario analysis can be adopted here, which performs macrostructure change. In the study of Xu et al. [43], three kinds of scenarios were designed based on the socioeconomic development. They simulated land use trends under three different scenarios including baseline scenario and two control scenarios (risk scenario and rapid development mode transformation scenario) and obtained the most suitable scenario to control the CO₂ emissions of the three scenarios. Their scenarios excel other scenarios as they compile the IPCC scenario with the specific situation in the research area. With the scenario analysis, it will be possible to provide a theoretical basis for the future land use planning in adaptation to climate change. As the first attempt of the systematic analysis of LUCC scenarios and with the dataset produced by their study, their research laid a good foundation for future researches.

4. Land Use Impacts on Climate Changes: Case Studies

With an improved database and models, the climate change simulation has increased in many countries like China during recent years. Many scholars offered representative methods; among them, Gao et al. simulated the climate change in China using the Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) Regional Climate Model version 3 (RegCM3) [44]. The RegCM3 can reproduce the observed spatial structure of surface air temperature and precipitation. However, so far RegCM3 is a hydrostatic model which limits the further increase of its resolution beyond ∼10 km [45]. Wu and Fu used a linear fitting method to estimate the change of precipitation intensity spectra at different spatial scales in China [46].

As a study on climate effect, the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model could be correlated. Qu et al. [47] used WRF to explore the impacts of land cover change on the near-surface temperature in a research in Northern Plain in China. They tested and verified the ability of the WRF to simulate the near-surface temperature in the North China Plain. Notably, in this study the LUCC dynamic model and LUCC reclassification were also applied to form a good systematic modeling of LUCC. Coupled with WRF Model, land use impact on climate was well simulated.

Based on the compiled climate model, the climate change influence on climate index could be further explored. Zhang et al. [48] first reported the climate impact on grassland. Their study took a macro and mesoscale analysis of the possible changing trends of the net primary productivity (NPP) of local grasslands under four RCPs scenarios. The results showed that the grassland productivity will be greatly influenced by the fluctuations of precipitation and temperature.

With the above mentioned studies, LUCC and future climatic scenarios simulation in particular areas were conducted. Simulation of LUCC and its climatic effects were integrated through linking the functions of the newly developed models with those of the existing models.

Further, studies related to land use changes associated with climate variations were promoted with the advances in the research methods. Deng et al. [49] conducted a revisit to the impact of land use changes on the human well-being via altering the ecosystem provisioning services. LUCC and climate change exert tremendous influence on ecosystem provisioning services by changing agro-ecosystem services functions and forest and/or grassland ecosystem services functions. In order to tackle the ecosystem provisioning services problems, measures were taken, which increased the input and reduced the outcome, at the same time augmented the health risk and harm to human well-being.

R. B. Singh and S. Singh [50] have employed pixel based high resolution mapping and modeling at small scale land use pattern and land cover analysis to identify induced flood risks in the Yamuna and the Hindon basin area by WetSPA Model. Flood forecasting has been done with the help of ILWIS Model while LUCC has been analyzed with the help of SRTM, IKNOs, and Landsat data to find out that almost 36% forest land has been transformed into settlement and other land uses. Yamashima et al. [51] have analyzed the impact of historical LUCC on the seasonal cycle of hydroclimate over the Indian subcontinent and southern
China. They investigated using a general circulation model MIROC3.2 coupling with land surface model MATSIRO over the period 1700–1850. A decrease in evapotranspiration has been observed over the Indian subcontinent due to decrease in precipitation which is induced by changes in land use/cover.

Sahu et al. [52] have investigated the impact of recently invented global climatic variability modes like Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) and El Niño Modoki at the regional climate scale particularly at the river catchment level on daily time series and concluded that at the upper river catchment climate variability has significant impact on seasonal stream flows and land use pattern. Sen Roy et al. [53] also conducted a comprehensive study to understand the spatial pattern of Urban Heat Islands (UHI) development within the rapidly changing urban landscape of Delhi metropolitan region and Kolkata metropolitan region [54]. In both the studies land use has been a key driving force for change in microclimate. In Delhi, overall higher temperatures were observed in the northern and western section, which constitute the most densely built-up residential areas and thereby experiencing rapid vegetation loss and land use change. Remote sensing and GIS based tools have been effectively used to predict UHI risks.

Recently, satellite meteorology products and applications get more and more importance. However, it cannot replace surface measurements. For example, satellite data in the form of GCMs needs observed data for model validation and improves the quality of statistical and scientific significances in research methods. Therefore, increasing emphasis should be given to integrate observed and simulated datasets for improving understanding about land use impacts on climate change [55, 56].

5. Concluding Remarks

This paper reviewed the progress of the research in observing and estimating the land use impacts on surface climate from the perspective of the improved models, enhanced data, and widely expanded applications. The major findings include the following: the reclassification of the temporal land cover data can meet the accuracy requirement of the climate simulation and can be used as the parameters of dynamical downscaling in regional climate simulation, which enhances the data processing and lays a good foundation for LUCC simulation. The Land Use Change Dynamics Model compatible with RCMs is a great breakthrough in systematically reporting the dynamic change of land use. The scenario analysis performed the macrostructure change, which facilitated the study of land use impact on climate. LUCC dynamic model and LUCC reclassification can be applied to form a good systematic modeling of LUCC coupled with the WRF Model; land use impact on climate was well simulated.

Despite the progresses in the research, there are still some research needs, which should be further addressed. For example, the LUCC parameters need to be precisely expressed to make sure of the accuracy of the simulation. It is necessary to strengthen the observation of the land surface processes due to the variations in the impact of land use change on climate.

The researches observing and estimating land use impact on climate should mainly focus on two aspects [1]: (i) exploring the climate effects of the future LUCC as the current study has mainly been addressed on the past and current LUCC and (ii) predicting the land use changes in the future and assessing its influence on the future climate.
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